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Introduction 
 
The Rural Community Board, Ten Year Strategy, is the Rural 
Community Board's first opportunity to help shape funding for 
our communities and to inform the Rotorua Lakes Council’s 
Long Term Plan 2018-28. 
 
The Rotorua Lakes Council Long Term Plan (LTP) is one of 
the most significant processes, as it is from this platform that 
major financial decisions are made for the Rotorua District 
 
The Rural Board acknowledge that meeting the demands of 
city refurbishment and growth versus budget constraints has 
not been an easy task for Council over the past 4 years. 
Nonetheless, the Board believe it is important to ensure 
equitable distribution of capital spend in the ensuing years. In 
doing so brings balance to the communities who contribute to 
the economy of the district. 
 
The Rural Community Board believes that the ongoing 
development within the urban boundary has come at the 
expense of ongoing needs in the rural community and it is 
with this in mind that the Board have provided a detailed 
approach in the development of our Ten Year Strategy. 
The strategy goes some way to see restoration of a balanced 
approach to delivery of services to our extensive rural 
network.    
 
Rural residents believe that they are meeting their share of 
rates, however, experience an imbalance of services. These 
differences in service levels should be factored when 
allocating rate and capital spend.   
 
Rural residents believe there are a number of imbalances. 
Example of this but not limited to the following: Unsealed 

roads, roadside maintenance, rural village amenity and 
rejuvenation (footpaths, facilities, accessibility, safety and 
wellbeing,   
 
The Board's Ten Year Strategy has aspirations of rejuvenation 
and infrastructure expenditure, therefore, will require a 
dedicated effort to develop a strategy for delivery and funding 
accordingly. 
 
Moving forward into 2018 / 2019 and beyond the Board 
believe a collaborative approach is essential to develop a plan 
to strategise a Rural Vision.  
 
Progress has been made to date with the inclusion of the 
Community Boards at Council table and while this has been of 
benefit there is still some issues on how the two parties work 
together. There are also expectations on the Board from our 
community on how we can influence a balanced approach to 
capital spending. 
 
As our Board work towards meeting the community’s 
expectations, as well as our own goal to deliver meaningful 
interaction, I wish to acknowledge the extensive support which 
has been provided to Board members from a number of 
Councillors and Council Officers.  Without the support of all 
those involved the Board would not have been able to make 
the impact we have and it has been absolutely critical to 
ensuring the rural voice is heard at the Council table.   
 
An important note is that although our Board strategy 
document does highlight aspirations to communities, it does 
not mean that is all there is, it is just they have not been 
addressed currently. This is a living document so allows 
flexibility for the Board and communities to engage on 
meaningful aspirations at any stage over the next ten years 
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where the objective fits within the RLC spatial plan and Vision 
2030.    
 
In the Rotorua Lakes Council Long Term Plan (LTP) 
consultations document and associated activities most will 
see is the different ways in which Council are choosing to 
consult with the community. There is a move away from 
"formal hearing processes" to a more relaxed and inclusive 

models. While these may not meet everyone's expectations, 
these changes should be thought of as innovative and more in 
keeping with our changing world. 
 
Shirley Trumper 
Chair Rural Community Board  
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Key Infrastructure, Development and Other Objectives  
 

Infrastructure maintenance programme 

It is the Board's wish to see a reduction to the annual spraying programme and a more to an environmentally sustainable 

development of a regular district wide mowing programme. Currently mowing is completed in stages to fit in with the summer period 

around the lakes to maintain the reserves. While this may be an efficient use of resources, the road edges of the rural community 

wait until the end of January before the mower contractors return to continue with the mowing programme. In the meantime the 

intersections of roads become a hazard due to poor visibility with the continued spring / summer growth. Spraying is carried out 

after an area has been mowed. 

Consistency is imperative to maintain standards and a monitoring of delivery of service should be developed. Currently the Board 

receive a weekly update on road works carried out and this could be extended to include all activities related to the rural sector.   

 

 

Estimated costs to include biannual roadside and biennial high mow could be in the vicinity of an additional $200,000 to the current 

programme 

 

It would be envisioned to commence such a programme with consultation with the Infrastructure GM on feasibility and delivery of 

service. 
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Major Infrastructure 

 

Seal extensions 

A significant portion of unsealed roads are south of the City with small pockets of unsealed roads dotted around the north side of 

town. 

The Roading Policy of Council is to seal seven (7) kilometres per year with up to three (3) kilometres on any one road. It would be 

the Board's intent to see a return to that policy. 

 

Planning 

In order to deliver the Rural Vision, and to ensure there is cohesion and a structured format to deliver the objectives identified, it 

would be the intention of the Board to spend the first year of the ten year plan setting terms of reference for major works to be 

carried out within the community. This strategy should be conducted collaboratively with the residents of the communities and 

respective Council officers. 

 

Once a strategy is formalised the Board would anticipate a forum to target funding to enable the implementation of identified 

objectives. Not only would this provide a base from which to work, but also a measure to the effectiveness of the process. This 

strategy would enable flexibility to delivery of the programme.  

  

While not all communities are actively engaging with the Board currently, those that are, have identified a number of projects they 

believe meets the needs of their communities.  

 

While no cost can be estimated for this planning stage, it can be calculated as staff time and resources for the first year.   
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Rural Community Development 

 

Rural areas are geographically isolated from services, which means rural residents and businesses have restricted access to the 

support they need to ensure community wellbeing. At the same time having reliable and efficient infrastructure is vital to the 

economy, safety and connectedness of the rural sector. 

 

The Rural Community Board Ten Year Strategy has sort for funding to work towards achieving the following actions: 

 

Community Wellbeing 

• Community Safety – lighting, security cameras at identified locations 

• Accessibility access to community facilities/halls etc 

• Improved parks, reserves and play spaces – facilities, play features, drinking fountains, seating, BBQ’s etc 

• Upgraded halls 

 

Infrastructure 

• Community amenities/toilets 

• Footpaths in villages 

• Support for Kaiangaroa towards burdening costs of maintaining infrastructure 
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The Rural community is an extensive area covering 3 villages, 7 rural settlements, 5 Marae villages and outlying areas the east 

side of Rotorua. Population of approx 8000 residents. 

 

Villages: 

Kaingaroa  - Population  426  (Kaingaroa Forest Council data) 

Mamaku  - Population  720  (Census 2013)  

Reporoa*   - Population  470   (Census 2013) 

Marae **  - Tarimano - Kearoa - Rongomaipāpā - Tarukenga - Mātārae 
* Village and close environs    ** Rotorua Lakes Council Marae list 

 

The Rural sector is made up of: 

General Farming  -  2018 properties + (486 Bare Land) 

Rural Residential -  4200 properties Lakes and Rural 

Commercial   -  122 
* Rotorua Lakes Council Rates 2017 / 18 
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Roadside Maintenance Programme across rural network 

         Mowing plan  Roadside  Biannually 

             
            High  Biennially 
 
         Weed spraying gorse / broom Annually 
              
         Road   Metal Maintenance and grading programme 
 
 

While the above items are not strictly capital works they are an integral part of the rural network and as such should have an 

identified and measurable delivery.  

The rural roads are becoming "shortcuts" to other destinations and also more and more visitors are attracted to the rural idyll due to 

Google maps and other navigational tools providing those 'off road' experiences so many freedom campers wish to have.  

 

As environmental concerns become more prevalent, spraying as an option to control growth on roadsides will mean that local 

councils will be required to be find alternatives.  

 

One such option is an additional mow per year and this would be in the vicinity of $100,000 per annum and would provide safer 

roads, through better visibility especially at intersections.  
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Other Board Objectives  
 
The following items are highlighted as concerns but not for action by any particular party.  
 
 
BROADBAND     Internet  Improved Broadband services  
 
PHONE      Landline  Concern over phasing out of Copper network over    
          5 years  
 
No estimated cost      Lobby with RLC to Central Government for reliable and better internet 
 
WASTE MINIMISATION    Infrastructure  Implement a plan for waste minimisation in areas   
          not receiving a service 
 
No estimated cost        (targeted rate) 
 
 
 
 


